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W
ords...An Introduction of Sorts

Isn’t technology a wonderful thing? At least it can be on occasion. 
Technology helped take this magazine from little more than a crazy 
idea passed around in idle conversation and has taken it to what you 
now read in little more than a month. And it looks as though it will 
only continue to grow. I originally thought that these first few issues 
would be padded with work of close friends and some of my own 
work just to make it look as though someone cared until word got out. 
Little did I know that word would get out before that was necessary. 
Of the six artists featured in this issue, I have only ever met two face 
to face. And yet here we all are together, united by a common love of 
the arts.

That’s the reason this magazine was created in the first place. It was 
meant to be a forum for artists and art lovers alike to be brought 
together to share their common bond. It was meant to be a showcase 
for yet undiscovered talent and a way for established artists to share 
their talents with us. It was meant to build a community.

But a community doesn’t just appear because someone wills it to. 
What you now see was built from the hard work and support of 
people too numerous to mention here. But without the continued 
support of them and of you it will cease to exist. We need your input, 
your news and announcements, your latest works, and your support. 
In short, IMG needs you. It is you who can provide the material to 
fill each issue and it is you who can spread the word about us and 
bring an ever larger group into our community.

It promises to be an exciting trip and I hope you will join us for it. 
The website, www.imgmagazine.net, will be our town square. Be 
sure to stop by now and in the future, and be sure to send us your 
thoughts, comments and suggestions. Help our community grow.

Brandon McGregor 
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“I may digress for a moment 
(and if you don’t want me 
to digress you may find that 
you are reading the wrong 
column)”
-Douglas Adams
     The Salmon of Doubt

Have some great work to share, 
some thoughts on the art 
scene, news, or anything else to 
share? Send it to us. If it’s art 
related it has a home here.
Submissions can be sent to 
submissions@imgmagazine.net 
or can be uploaded from our 
website at imgmagazine.net
Don’t be shy. Speak your mind 
and share it with others. Let 
the community grow

Special thanks go out to 
The Artstract Company in 
Gravenhurst, Ontario for 
donating the server space to 
host the IMG website. You can 
reach them at:
www.theartstract.com

COVER: Brandon McGregor 
biff-pedachenko.8m.net
PAGE 2: S. Mondoux
Trout Lake City Scape - For 
more see page 8
BACK COVER: 
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This magazine is licensed 
under the Creative Commons 
Attribution-NonCommercial-
NoDerivs License.

You are free to copy, distribute, 
display, and perform the work 
under the following conditions:
*Attribution. You must 
attribute the work in the 
manner specified by the author 
or licensor.
*Noncommercial. You may not 
use this work for commercial 
purposes.
*No	 Derivative	 Works. You 
may not alter, transform, or 
build upon this work.
*For any reuse or distribution, 
you must make clear to others 
the license terms of this work.
*Any of these conditions can 
be waived if you get permission 
from the copyright holder.

Your fair use and other rights 
are in no way affected by the 
above.

This is a human-readable 
summary of the Legal Code 
(the full license). To view a 
copy of this license, visit http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/
by-nc-nd/2.0/ca/ or send a 
letter to Creative Commons, 
559 Nathan Abbott Way, 
Stanford, California 94305, 
USA.

Copyright of individual pieces 
belongs to the creator. For more 
information on any individual 
piece featured here, contact the 
artist.

creativecommonscc

BY: $ =

Have an event to announce? Drop an email to submissions@
imgmagazine.net or stop by www.imgmagazine.net/submit.php and 
fill in our handy form.  - IT SPEAKS FOR ITSELF - Gravenhurst 
High School holds it’s annual graduating students art exhibit until 
June 17, 2005. Stop by the Gravenhurst Opera House to see what 
our students are up to. - BRACEBRIDGE ARTS & CRAFTS 
VENUE - The Bracebridge BIA is inviting artists/craftspeople to set 
up a table or booth display July 29th for their Midnight Madness. 
For more info call Glynis Tel. # 645-7377 mglynismiller@hotmail.
com - MUSKOKA NOVEL MARATHON - The 4th Annual 
Muskoka Novel Marathon is being held once again as a Fringe 
Event of the Huntsville Festival of the Arts. For more info, stop by 
http://www.artscouncilofmuskoka.com/acominteractive/modules/
news/article.php?storyid=2 - HUNTSVILLE FESTIVAL OF 
THE ARTS - The Huntsville Festival of the Arts in hosting an 
“Arts Walk” on the Hunters Bay Trail for Sunday July 17 2005 in 
the afternoon. More info at http://www.artscouncilofmuskoka.
com/acominteractive/modules/news/article.php?storyid=3 - THE 
APPLIED ARTS DESIGN AND ADVERTISING AWARDS 
ANNUAL - Now in its 14th year, this contest is open to professionals 
and students whose work has been completed, published or aired 
over the last 12 months ( July 2004-June 2005) More at http://
appliedartsmag.com/contests/awards_annual.html - POETRY 
NIGHT IN MUSKOKA - Poetry Night In Muskoka is now called 
Poetry Night In Canada and Club One in Bracebridge (1 Manitoba 
Street, by the Silver Bridge) is the venue on June 23rd, 2005, 
from 6:30 to 9:00. More info at http://users.boardnation.com/
~bradymagazine/index.php?board=63;action=display;threadid=87

Sources: appliedartsmag.com - www.artscouncilofmuskoka.com 
- www.bradymagazine.com - www.gravenhurst.ca/townOffice/
operaHouse/welcome.htm
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Know of a great site that you want to share with the world? 
Drop an email to submissions@imgmagazine.net or stop by www.
imgmagazine.net/submit.php and fill in our handy form.  - BRADY 
MAGAZINE - For your link to most everything writing, stop by 
www.bradymagazine.com. News, events, forums, classes, resources, 
most anything a writer could ask for, all in one freshly redesigned 
package. Invaluable to writers new and old. - THE PAINTING 
DOCTOR - From art restoration to 3D rendered digital art, The 
Painting Doctor knows it all. Stop by to see what’s happening in 
the Muskoka arts scene, and use the forums to help you through those 
ever present challenges. Take a swing by www.thepaintingdoctor.
com - ARTS COUNCIL OF MUSKOKA - With a fresh new look 
that is now coming online, the Arts Council of Muskoka’s web site 
links you to the latest news and events in the Muskoka arts scene. It 
also can offer invaluable exposure to local artists. Be sure to watch 
this site, as everything comes online it promises to be great. Stop by 
www.artscouncilofmuskoka.com - HTML FIX-IT - For the web 
designer with a dilemma to solve, the forums and live chat help at 
HTML FixIT are priceless. It’s also a great source for web, open 
source, and computing news worldwide and offers a huge wealth of 
knowledge and scripts. Best of all, it’s all free. www.htmlfixit.com 
- AQUENT MARKETING AND CREATIVE SERVICES - A 
hub of information about the design industry for both clients and 
designers alike. Be sure to check out the ‘Free Tools’ section for a wide 
array of publications covering all aspects of the industry written 
by industry leaders. marcom.aquent.com - THE ARTSTRACT 
COMPANY - Where imaginations become printed realities. Stop by 
the new and improved site and see what Gravenhurst’s design and 
print headquarters has to offer. The Artstract Company donates site 
hosting for IMG Magazine. www.theartstract.com.
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Dear Woman,

I slept late today…I was in a dream, which I didn’t choose to awaken 
from…. It was pleasantry for me as I found love, contentment, and 
peace all in the hours of fairytale moments of pleasure. It was so 
real…it was as if my life captured your mystique, distinguishing it 
way beyond the regions of ordinariness…It is conclusive, you are an 
absolute of unbelievable characteristics…. a polished, cultured woman 
of elegance… vacationing in my incredible dream!

What made this dream so wonderful…. is the challenges we endured 
trying to find one another…just for an embrace of immortal 
tenderness…placing us on horizons of infinity…. graciousness…
What more can there be…then you and I…in a bosom of affection…. 
permitting our nature to be as one…never allowing discontent and 
irony to have a say….

I stayed in this dream as long as I did because I needed…. to fall off 
of the cliffs of fantasizes…and vision, to find comfort in your modish 
serenity….I didn’t want to awaken…I fought in my sleep to let me 
stay there on the edge of satisfaction with you in my arms….I began 
to cry…as I awoke….because it was so real…Real enough for me to 
understand how much you’ll always mean to me….and that there 
is no limitations set for our need for one another nor is there any 
stipulations on how much I will always appreciate you….I am of no 
consequence without you….I will dream again and hopefully you’ll be 
there again with me…..navigating the course of raison d’être……

Just me

Amin Hassan

Just	a	romantic	who	
continues	to	search	for	
pleasure........

More:	ibn502003@
yahoo.com

©2005	Amin	Hassan.	
All	rights	reserved.
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S. Mondoux

It’s	not	the	camera,	
it’s	not	the	film,	it’s	
the	eyes	that	make	a	
photographer.

©2005	S.	Mondoux.	
All	rights	reserved.
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“So	Much	Hate”
Whites against Blacks

Daughters against mothers
Sons against fathers

Brothers against sisters.

Why so much hate?

Where is the love for one another
Where the morals and the guidance?

Where is the unity and peace?
Where is the security and brotherhood?

Where is this nation headed?

When will be united as one family
When will prejudice and racism be erased?

When will neighbor truly love his neighbor?
When will Martin L King Jr.’s  dream come true?

It starts with the golden rule,

“Loving others as you love yourself.”

 © Eve Hall 9-11-01

Eve Hall

Evelyn(Eve)	Hall,	is	a	children’s		
author	&	poet,	living	in	Atlanta,	
Georgia.	She	has	been	writing	
for	more	than	thirty-five	years.

	Her	work	has	been	featured	in	
several	magazines	including,

“A	Poet’s	Cut”	“Skyline	Publica-
tions”	“South	West	Sentinel”

“Purpose”	“Mature	Living”	and	
“Weeones.”

	She	has	won	several	writing	
awards,	winning	1st-5th	places.

She	has	self-published	four	
books,	“Dontay’s	Alphabet	Book	
of	Color”	“Dontay’s	Poetry	Play-
ground”	“Enter	Eve’s	Poetic	
Paradise”	&

“Enter	Eve’s	Musing	Moments.”	
Coming	Soon:	“Dontay’s	Dog.”
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“The	Gift”
 I feel your breath upon me

Your breathing is in sync with mine.
We have promised to love each other

In sickness and in health, poor or with wealth.
Two hearts sharing this treasure of love.

Two people who have promised to become one
Two hearts entwined with one another.

 A gift more precious than gold or silver
A gift meant for two, bonded together

A gift that is to be cherished and honored
This gift is not to be bought or sold

This gift is…

Marriage.

© Eve Hall 2000

“Don’t”
 

Don’t tell me I can’t walk
When my footsteps are not heard.

Don’t tell me not to talk,
When I have not said a word

Don’t tell me I’m not right,
When I have done nothing wrong.

Don’t tell me I must fight,
When I should sing a peaceful song. 

Don’t tell me I will fail,
When I haven’t even tried

Don’t tell me not to tell,
When I have never lied. 

© Eve Hall 2000

	She	has	been	nominated	for	several	awards	
including,	“Poet	of	the	Month”	&		“Poet	of	the	
Year”	at:www.poetryinacup.com.	&	“Poet	of	the	
Year”	at:	www.sormag.com.

One	of	her	goals	is	to	publish	over	a	dozen	books	
that	she	has	written	for	children..

More:	http://www.penmanpublishing.com/Hall

©2005	Eve	lyn	Hall.	All	rights	reserved.
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L. Stokes

If	you	are	lucky	
enough	to	travel	you	
can	see	the	beauty	of	
other	countries,	but	
sometimes	if	you	can	
stop	long	enough	in	
your	day-to-day	life,	
you	can	see	the	beauty	
in	your	own	front	yard.

More:	http://
groups.msn.com/
AtHomeandAway

©2005	L.	Stokes.	All	
rights	reserved.
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It was just one of those things that happen, not really anyone’s fault I 
guess. It happened. And no matter how much I’d like to go back and 
relive, replay, rewrite that critical half hour, I can’t.  My mind goes 
over and over the moments as they ticked away on the deck of the 
boat. 

Tick. ‘Jesus, Adam. Grab the damn sail, we’re going to get swept out 
if you don’t start to pay attention.’ 

‘For Christ’s sake Cynthia, I know how to tie off a sail. I have to 
check on Cassie’s lifejacket. I think it’s a little more important to make 
sure she’s tied in.’

Tock. He’d disappeared below deck then, leaving me and my anger to 
be doused by the raging storm.  I couldn’t help thinking that Adam 
was somehow gloating, not that I could see much of his face. Cloaked 
in an oily gray slicker knotted tight under his chin, his ever-present 
ball cap wedged on top of the hood, I could barely make out his eyes. 
Even when the lightening flashed. 

Tick. Jump back to the early afternoon and our fight about missing 
his brother’s soccer game. ‘Dammit Cyn, why the hell do you tell me 
now you don’t want to go. The game starts in half an hour and I 
told Kyle we’d be there.’ Resentment had pulsed from his eyes briefly, 
anger at me for screwing with plans and schedules. ‘It’s not my fault 
if you forgot you promised your daughter you’d take her sailing.’ Crash 
as his jacket hit the floor and he whirled, glaring at me. ‘Is this really 
about Cassie? Is it? Because if you say yes you’re a damn liar and you 
know it.’

Tock. My dream, still so vivid even after a few weeks; clinging like 
a shadow.  Steam rising in the shower, fogging up the windows. 
My head resting on the cool of the tiled wall, feeling the stress from 
work drip from my body with the water. A phone somewhere ringing 

Tracy Nita Pender

Born	and	raised	in	
Ontario,	Tracy	has	
jumped	from	the	
Toronto	down-
town	core	to	the	
quiet	wilds	of	
the	Lake	of	Bays.	
With	numerous	
short	fiction	piec-
es,	a	novel	in	prog-
ress	and	a	host	of	
freelance	articles	
under	her	belt,	in-
spiration	abounds.	
Feel	free	to	drop	
the	wanderer	a	line	
if	you’d	like	to	read	
more,	or	if	you	
have	comments.	
Cheers.

More:	wandering_
northern_pixie@
yahoo.ca

Tracy	Nita	Pender	
©2005	Tracy	Nita	
Pender.	All	rights	
reserved.
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arrogantly. Adam’s voice from beyond the steam, ‘Cyn, try to hurry 
up, we’ve got things to do.’ Looking down, a river of blood. Flowing 
from me, falling from me, leaking from me. Red running down my 
thighs, bleeding onto the porcelain, splashing up onto the tap to dimple 
the mirrored surface. I start to scream but there is no sound. I pound 
on the shower door, can see Adam through the fog on the other side, but 
he doesn’t hear. I try to drop to my knees, try to move my legs, but they 
won’t budge. The tub is filling yet the drain is open and I don’t know 
what to do. My mother’s words come back to me, ‘you girls nowadays 
think you can wait and wait to have kids. You want the job first, the 
house first, the car first, everything else first. It doesn’t work that way. 
Someday your body will shut down.’ The words play over and over 
until Adam’s pounding on the shower frame drowns them out. ‘Cyn, 
hurry. I have a hockey game, I gotta get in there.’ I look to my feet and 
watch as my body slowly turns to stone. The pink hue of my skin is 
disappearing, taking on a cold, dead look. My body hardens from my 
feet up and I think I can actually feel my muscles dying. Adam pounds 
on the shower door again, hard. His fist comes through the glass, 
shattering it and the statue of me into a cloud of dust. I had woken in a 
pool of sweat. 

Tick. Adam was back on deck, trying to tie down the sail while Cassie 
clutched the railing terrified. ‘Cas! I told you, stay down below! Honey, 
don’t come up here, Daddy has to... Cyn, take her…’ I stared at him 
through the sheets of rain, hating everything about him at that exact 
moment, only I didn’t know why. I mean, it wasn’t his fault, it takes 
two, maybe it just wasn’t the right time? Maybe I wasn’t meant to be 
a mom, just a step mom. Maybe… “Fuck, CYN some help here?” I saw 
him jump towards Cassie as the boat hit a swell. It’s the time after that 
I’d like to change. The seconds between when I heard Cas scream and 
when I knew Adam wouldn’t reach her in time. And I didn’t move.
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Donna deVries

A	Huntsville,	Ontario	based	painter,	Donna’s	work	can	be	
viewed	at	Artisans	of	Muskoka	in	Huntsville,		Whetung	
Ojibway	Gallery	in	Curve	Lake,	Ontario,	or	at	her	home	
studio,	99	Brunel	Road,	Huntsville.	Also	be	sure	to	check	
out	her	website	-	geocities.com/joyfulpaintings.

More:	http://www.geocities.com/joyfulpaintings,	
backcountry@cogeco.ca,	or		705-788-9592

©2005	Donna	deVries.	All	rights	reserved.

Reaching Out could be yours. This 12 x 9” acrylic is available from 
the artist for $325. Contact Donna for more information.
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